
Engaged Sufferers 
A project of The Encouraged Person CoalitionWednesday, October 1, 2014New Project from Patient 

Security Advocates Objectives to Inform and also Engage the general publicEquipped Client Coalition 

Project Focuses on Free Individual Interaction Resources. 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA-- The Empowered Patient Coalition 501( c)( 3) announces a brand-new project 

atEngagedPatients.org concentrating on creating a grassroots social activity to inform and also involve 

the public toparticipate in their healthcare experiences.As parents with full time careers that have 

actually functioned as pro-bono patient advocates for over a years, we have seen the evolution of 

patient education and also interaction initiatives as well as we understand that more must be done-- 

andquickly.  

Having been the anxious working moms and dad sitting beside their kids's medical facility beds, the 

foundersrecognize that access to instant info is important to securely browsing a person through the 

healthcaresystem 

.Julia Hallisy, owner of The Encouraged Individual Coalition, claimed, "This job offers the public a car 

torelocate the dial on client engagement by standing joined and being counted as participants, by 

reinforcing a.social movement by sharing an usual message, and by enhancing their lives and the lives of 

others via.discovering as well as action.". 

Hallisy additional states, "Depending only on top-down, ordered health care administration or 

government.teams to lead patient involvement efforts is unlikely to be effective.  

We need an educated and encouraged.public to direct the creation and also the dissemination of the 

engagement tools they require to establish abilities as well as.confidence to manage their own health 

care.".The success of the effort is measured by subscription numbers, by the numbers of individuals that 

accept a phone call to.activity by taking a promise, and by those who share their patient interaction 

stories as well as techniques. 

Mary Ellen Mannix of james's project as well as a customer member of The Pennsylvania Client Safety 

and security Authority's.Client Voice Board states, "Medical professionals have regular accessibility to an 

enormous amount of information regarding treatment.options, more secure treatment, as well as 

feasible results. 

 In today's facility healthcare globe, the client needs to have equal.access to info. Engaged Sufferers is an 

automobile whereby vetted, evidenced-based finest techniques and also.reputable info can be directly 

distributed to the individuals and their families.  

Every person that finishes a.quick survey concerning utilizing any one of the many free sources offers us 

the essential data we require to show that people.wish to be engaged-- and that they agree to put out a 

small amount of effort to make their health care.better.".For additional information or to show your 

support, please see www.EngagedPatients.org.Media get in touch with: Julia Hallisy, 

info@EngagedPatients.org, 415-681-1011. 


